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Background: There is considerable variability in reported postoperative mortality and risk factors for mortality
after surgery for lung cancer. Population-based data provide unbiased estimates and may aid in treatment
selection.
Methods: All patients diagnosed with lung cancer in Norway from 1993 to the end of 2005 were reported to
the Cancer Registry of Norway (n = 26 665). A total of 4395 patients underwent surgical resection and were
included in the analysis. Data on demographics, tumour characteristics and treatment were registered. A
subset of 1844 patients was scored according to the Charlson co-morbidity index. Potential factors
influencing 30-day mortality were analysed by logistic regression.
Results: The overall postoperative mortality rate was 4.4% within 30 days with a declining trend in the period.
Male sex (OR 1.76), older age (OR 3.38 for age band 70–79 years), right-sided tumours (OR 1.73) and
extensive procedures (OR 4.54 for pneumonectomy) were identified as risk factors for postoperative mortality
in multivariate analysis. Postoperative mortality at high-volume hospitals (>20 procedures/year) was lower
(OR 0.76, p = 0.076). Adjusted ORs for postoperative mortality at individual hospitals ranged from 0.32 to
2.28. The Charlson co-morbidity index was identified as an independent risk factor for postoperative
mortality (p = 0.017). A prediction model for postoperative mortality is presented.
Conclusions: Even though improvements in postoperative mortality have been observed in recent years, these
findings indicate a further potential to optimise the surgical treatment of lung cancer. Hospital treatment
results varied but a significant volume effect was not observed. Prognostic models may identify patients
requiring intensive postoperative care.

L
ung cancer takes more lives than any other cancer in the
USA, European Union and Norway.1–3 Surgery is the
mainstay of curative therapy and results in 5-year relative

survival rates up to 72% for the most favourable tumour stages.4

An active approach to referral for surgery of patients with lung
cancer should therefore be advocated.

Unfortunately, lung cancer often requires extensive resection
to ensure that the tumour and possibly involved lymph nodes
are completely removed. As a consequence, surgical treatment
may be associated with high complication rates, morbidity and
mortality, especially in elderly patients with severe co-morbid-
ities, as reflected by the lower resection rates for this group.5 6

The Charlson co-morbidity index (CCI) represents a simple
and robust classification of co-morbidity.5 7 Although the CCI is
regarded as a reliable predictor of risk for complications and
short-term and long-term survival, it has not been specifically
validated for postoperative mortality.5 8–10 Substantial variation
in postoperative mortality has been reported by other countries
and institutions, but direct comparison is hampered by
differences in definitions and selection criteria. For major
resections, operative mortality in excess of 10% have been
reported in other studies, although recent data suggest
improvement.11–13 Case series from large clinics tend to show
lower mortality than population-based studies.13 14 This could
be explained by the superior performance of specialised
institutions but might also be caused by selection bias.15

We previously reported the specific causes of death in a
subset of the present patient population.16 The aim of the
present study is to perform a formal statistical assessment of
risk factors for 30-day postoperative mortality in an unselected
population-based series to aid clinicians in the preoperative
evaluation and postoperative care of patients with lung cancer.

METHODS
Since 1953, all newly diagnosed cases of cancer have been
required by Norwegian law to be reported to the Cancer
Registry of Norway. A total of 26 665 patients were diagnosed
with lung cancer in the period 1993–2005. Reports are received
from four sources: clinical and pathology reports, the Cause of
Death Registry of Statistics Norway and, since 1998, from
electronic discharge summaries with diagnosis and procedures
for all hospital stays in Norway.

Surgical treatment, defined as any resection of lung tissue
with the primary tumour (excluding bronchial resection only),
was performed in 4395 patients. Reports were reviewed for all
these patients. Additional information about co-morbidity was
collected from patient records in those diagnosed between the
years 1993–8. Matching of data was performed using the
unique identity numbers given to every citizen at birth or
immigration. When a patient underwent a surgical procedure
for a second metachronous lung cancer, only the first was
included. All cases were evaluated and re-classified at the
Cancer Registry Office according to the pathology tumour-
node-metastasis (pTNM) classification by an experienced
thoracic surgeon (HR).17

In contrast to former publications regarding this population,
information from two hospitals was combined because they
were both organised under one institution with the same
surgeons operating in both places.4 16 Another two hospitals
were officially merged in 2004 into one hospital but the location
was still geographically different and therefore they were
treated as separate units in this series. Surgery for lung cancer
was then initially performed in 26 different hospitals. Owing to

Abbreviation: CCI, Charlson co-morbidity index
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centralisation, only 17 hospitals treated patients in 2005. Eight
hospitals were classified as university hospitals and the
remaining were district general hospitals. Hospitals annually
operating on an average of >20 patients per year were classified
as high-volume hospitals. Six of the eight university hospitals
and two of the 18 district general hospitals were classified as
high-volume. Procedures were performed by general or
cardiothoracic surgeons in the period.

Thirty-day postoperative mortality was defined as death
within 30 days of the surgical procedure. Tumour size (largest
diameter) was recorded according to measurements by the
pathologist. All patients diagnosed from 1993 to 1998
(n = 1851) were selected for scoring according to the CCI,
based on information collected from the patient medical
records.18 These records could not be retrieved for seven
patients, leaving 1844 patients for analysis. The CCI was
modified by scoring all forms of previous history of coronary
artery disease (myocardial infarction, angina, coronary artery
bypass grafting, percutaneous transluminal coronary angio-
plasty) with a value of 1.5 Hypertension and basal cell
carcinoma were not classified as co-morbidity.

Statistics
Univariate analyses were performed with independent sample
t tests and Pearson x2 statistics including the x2 test for trend.
Multivariate analyses were performed with multiple logistic
regression models and goodness of fit tested with the

Hosmer-Lemeshow test.19 All variables considered important
before the start of the study were included in the multivariate
model, independent of their statistical significance. These were
sex, age (as a categorical variable), side of resection, tumour
stage according to pTNM, histopathology type, surgical proce-
dure and approach (open thoracotomy or video assisted
thoracic surgery), treatment volume of treating hospital and
tumour size. Grouping of variables was determined a priori on
the basis of clinical relevance, practical classification or
definitions used in other studies. The year of diagnosis was
tested as a continuous variable and resection margin as a
categorical variable but they were not included in the full
predictive model because these coefficients would not be
available for clinicians in a prospective setting.

For the subset of patients where co-morbidity was known,
we completed a separate analysis with the above listed
covariates both with and without the CCI score variable.

Multivariate analysis of individual hospitals was performed
by defining a dummy variable for each hospital and succes-
sively entering these variables into a logistic regression model
containing the significant covariates. To minimise the risks of
multiple testing, 99% confidence intervals (CI) were used. The
statistical software SPSS Version 12.0 was used for all analyses.

Predictive model
The probability of postoperative death (p) for a single patient is
calculated using the formula ln(p/(1 2 p)) = total risk score.

Table 1 Univariate and multivariate analysis of 30-day mortality in patients resected for lung cancer 1993–2005 (n = 4395)

No

Mortality Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

N (%) OR (95% CI) p Value OR (95% CI) p Value b

Intercept 25.97
Sex ,0.001 0.003

Female 1647 41 (2.5) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Male 2748 152 (5.5) 2.29 (1.62 to 3.26) 1.76 (1.22 to 2.54) 0.56

Age (years) ,0.001 ,0.001
,50 380 9 (2.4) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
50–59 924 22 (2.4) 1.01 (0.50 to 2.20) 1.04 (0.47 to 2.30) 0.038
60–69 1487 51 (3.4) 1.46 (0.71 to 3.00) 1.59 (0.77 to 3.30) 0.47
70–79 1471 93 (6.3) 2.78 (1.39 to 5.57) 3.38 (1.66 to 6.89) 1.22
80–89 133 18 (13.5) 6.45 (2.82 to 14.75) 9.94 (4.17 to 23.69) 2.30

Side of resection ,0.001 0.001
Left 1991 63 (3.2) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Right 2404 130 (5.4) 1.75 (1.29 to 2.38) 1.73 (1.24 to 2.41) 0.55

Surgical approach 0.12 0.39
VATS 132 2 (1.5) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Open thoracotomy 4263 191 (4.5) 3.05 (0.75 to 12.41) 1.88 (0.44 to 7.97) 0.63

Surgical procedure ,0.001 ,0.001
Upper lobectomy 1520 30 (2.0) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Middle lobectomy 124 2 (1.6) 0.82 (0.19 to 3.46) 0.61 (0.14 to 2.61) 20.50
Lower lobectomy 1019 35 (3.4) 1.72 (1.05 to 2.83) 1.52 (0.92 to 2.52) 0.42
Bilobectomy 383 28 (7.3) 3.92 (2.31 to 6.65) 3.06 (1.76 to 5.34) 1.12
Pneumonectomy 1071 92 (8.6) 4.66 (3.06 to 7.10) 4.54 (2.87 to 7.18) 1.51
Sublobar resection 278 6 (2.2) 1.14 (0.47 to 2.76) 0.92 (0.37 to 2.26) 20.086

Histopathology type 0.025 0.27
Adenocarcinoma 1865 64 (3.4) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Squamous cell 1565 83 (5.3) 1.58 (1.13 to 2.20) 1.08 (0.75 to 1.55) 0.078
Other 965 46 (4.8) 1.41 (0.96 to 2.07) 1.38 (0.92 to 2.08) 0.32

Pathological stage ,0.001 0.066
I 2856 103 (3.6) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
II 1018 54 (5.3) 1.50 (1.07 to 2.10) 1.15 (0.81 to 1.65) 0.14
III 428 25 (5.8) 1.66 (1.06 to 2.60) 1.24 (0.77 to 2.00) 0.21
IV 93 11 (11.8) 3.59 (1.85 to 6.93) 2.67 (1.29 to 5.54) 0.98

Hospital volume 0.053 0.076
,20 1476 77 (5.2) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
>20 2919 116 (4.0) 0.75 (0.56 to 1.00) 0.76 (0.56 to 1.03) 20.28

Tumour size (cm) 0.002 0.84
(3 1877 61 (3.2) 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
.3–5 1409 62 (4.4) 1.37 (0.96 to 1.97) 0.93 (0.64 to 1.36) 20.073
.5 1043 66 (6.3) 2.01 (1.41 to 2.87) 1.10 (0.74 to 1.62) 0.095
Unknown 66 4 (6.1) 1.92 (0.68 to 5.45) 1.16 (0.39 to 3.40) 0.14

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; b, coefficient beta; VATS, video assisted thoracic surgery.
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The total risk score is obtained by adding the appropriate
coefficients (b) to the intercept. We calculated this probability
for every patient.

RESULTS
The overall postoperative mortality rate within 30 days was
4.4%. The study group comprised 1647 women and 2748 men
(63%, table 1). In the study period the annual postoperative
mortality rate varied between 2.4% and 7.1% within 30 days,
with improvements in recent years (p for trend = 0.003, fig 1).
More than one third of patients were aged >70 years. The
histopathology group ‘‘other’’ included 72 patients with small
cell lung cancer, of whom only one patient died within 30 days.
Two hundred and two patients had a carcinoid tumour and 300
had large cell carcinoma, with postoperative mortality rates of
0.5% and 6.3%, respectively. The remaining 391 tumours were
described by the pathologist as carcinoma with no further
specification of type. Of the 93 patients with pathological stage
IV disease, 77 (83%) had synchronous tumours in other lobe(s).

More women than men had adenocarcinomas (46% vs 34%,
p,0.001) and fewer women than men had squamous cell
carcinoma (23% vs 43%, p,0.001). Women were generally
younger at the time of surgery than men (mean age 63.0 vs
65.1 years, p,0.001) and the mean tumour size was smaller in
women than in men (3.8 vs 4.3 cm, p,0.001). The proportion
of pneumonectomies performed was 19% in women and 28% in
men (p,0.001). During the period of investigation the overall
pneumonectomy rate decreased from 31% to 17% (p for
trend = 0.003, fig 1). However, the annual postoperative
mortality after pneumonectomy in the period did not decrease
(p for trend = 0.43) while the postoperative mortality for all
other procedures decreased (p for trend = 0.012).

Of 1851 patients diagnosed in the period 1993–8, co-
morbidity information was known for 1844 (table 2). Absence
of co-morbid conditions was more common in women than in
men (59% vs 47%, p,0.001). For patients with severe co-
morbidity, lobectomy or sublobar resection was the preferred
procedure; pneumonectomies were more often performed in
patients with no or mild co-morbidity (table 3). The distribu-
tion of patients with co-morbidity did not differ between low-
volume and high-volume hospitals, with 50% and 52% of the
patients having a CCI score of 0 and 43% and 42% having a CCI
score of 1, respectively (p = 0.89).

Risk factors for postoperative mortality
Univariate analysis of the entire patient cohort (n = 4395)
identified significantly higher postoperative mortality in men,
elderly patients, those with surgery on the right lung, patients
who underwent a lower lobectomy, bilobectomy or pneumo-
nectomy procedure, those with squamous cell carcinoma and
cases with disease in advanced pathological stage and larger
tumour size (table 1). Pneumonectomy of the right lung was
associated with a high risk, especially in those .70 years of age
(table 4). Postoperative mortality was higher for right-sided
lobectomies than for left-sided lobectomies (3.1% vs 1.9%,
p = 0.069). The mean 30-day postoperative mortality in the
university hospitals was 3.9% compared with 5.0% in district
general hospitals (p = 0.065). The postoperative mortality was
significantly higher in the 236 patients where the resection
margin was involved than in the 4127 patients where the
tumour was completely removed (8.9% vs 4.1%, p = 0.001).
Information on this variable was missing for 32 patients.

According to multivariate analysis, male sex, older age,
surgery on the right lung and a more extensive procedure were
significantly associated with postoperative mortality (table 1).
The goodness of fit of the model was adequate (p = 0.93). The
odds ratio (OR) for involved resection margin compared with
free margin was calculated to be 1.80 (p = 0.064) when
included as a covariate in the full model. Newer diagnostic
year measured as a continuous variable was, however,
associated with lower postoperative mortality (p = 0.018, OR
0.95). The separate addition of these two variables did not
change the estimates of the other covariates to a significant
extent.

In a subset of 1844 patients for whom co-morbidity was
known, the postoperative mortality rate increased from 3.8% for
patients without co-morbid conditions to 5.8%, 10.3% and
15.4% for patients with CCI scores of 1–2, 3–4 and >5,
respectively. Only 6.5% of patients had a CCI score of 3 or
higher. In multivariate analysis of this subset, CCI was
identified as a prognostic factor with a minimal impact on
the estimates of other risk factors (table 5).

There was a small discrepancy when comparing the model
for all patients and the subset of 1844 patients without the CCI
variable (tables 1 and 5). The most important difference was
that pathological stage and histopathological type had a

Figure 1 Annual 30-day postoperative mortality rate after surgery and
pneumonectomy rate in patients with lung cancer diagnosed 1993–2005.

Table 2 Prevalence of co-morbid diseases based on the
Charlson co-morbidity index (CCI) in 1844 surgical patients
in the period 1993–8

CCI score Condition No (%) of patients

1 Coronary artery disease* 359 (19.5)
Congestive heart failure 61 (3.3)
Chronic pulmonary disease 328 (17.8)
Peptic ulcer disease 143 (7.8)
Peripheral vascular disease 126 (6.8)
Mild liver disease 8 (0.4)
Cerebrovascular disease 53 (2.9)
Connective tissue disease 3 (0.2)
Diabetes 70 (3.8)
Dementia 0 (0)

2 Hemiplegia 10 (0.5)
Moderate to severe renal disease 11 (0.6)
Diabetes with end organ damage 0 (0)
Any prior tumour within 5 years� 95 (5.2)
Leukaemia 2 (0.1)
Lymphoma 15 (0.8)

3 Moderate to severe liver disease 3 (0.2)

6 Metastatic solid tumour 7 (0.4)
AIDS 0 (0)

*Including myocardial infarction and angina pectoris.
�Excluding basal cell skin carcinoma.
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significant effect in the subset analysis which was lost in the
model for all resected patients.

Variation between hospitals with regard to postoperative
mortality was assessed in separate multivariate analyses and
adjusted for significant covariates (fig 2 and table 6). ORs
varied between 0.32 (p = 0.012, 99% CI 0.10 to 1.04) and 2.28
(p = 0.44, 99% CI 0.15 to 34.86). No events of postoperative
mortality were observed in five hospitals treating a total of 190
patients.

Risk of dying after surgery: prediction model
Using the prediction model with coefficients from the multi-
variate analysis, the risk of postoperative mortality for a female
patient (b= 0, reference) aged 65 (b= 0.470) undergoing an
open (b= 0.630) left (b= 0, reference) lower lobectomy
(b= 0.420) for an adenocarcinoma (b= 0, reference) in stage
II (b= 0.140) with a diameter of 4 cm (b= 20.074) in a low-
volume hospital (b= 0, reference) would be
Sb= (25.970+0.470+0.630+0.420+0.140–0.074) = 24.384. The
risk of postoperative mortality would be calculated as
exp(24.384)/(1+exp(24.384)) = 0.012 or 1.2%.

The patient with the highest score was a man aged 83 with
adenocarcinoma in pathological stage IV and primary tumour
diameter 4.0 cm who underwent an open thoracotomy and
right-sided pneumonectomy at a high-volume hospital (>20
operations/year). He had a preoperative risk score of 0.21 which
corresponds to an expected risk of 55%. A total of 88 patients
had a preoperative risk score of .20%.

DISCUSSION
This study shows that postoperative mortality in a population-
based setting has decreased some 2% in the most recent time

period and there were differences in mortality among hospitals
(range 0–12%). Previously identified risk factors for early death
from other studies were confirmed. Higher hospital volume
(>20 operations/year) was associated with a decreased risk of
postoperative mortality (OR 0.76) but was not statistically
significant (p = 0.076). This study also provides a detailed
prediction model for the risk of surgery given preoperative risk
factors. Although a preoperative risk score cannot give a precise
estimate of the risk for an individual patient, it may be of help
in discussing treatment alternatives with the patient and high-
risk patients may be identified in order to provide special
postoperative care. Co-morbidity scored as CCI was identified as
an independent risk factor and can be compared with the risk
imposed by older age or a larger surgical procedure.

According to previous literature, postoperative mortality
varies in different parts of the world. In Australia the overall
postoperative mortality was 6% in 1996 in a population-based
cohort (n = 132),15 and in Japan a rate of 0.6% (n = 3270) was
reported.13 In a study of a defined population in a region of
Sweden (n = 616), the overall postoperative mortality was 2.9%
(including exploratory thoracotomies) with a pneumonectomy
rate of 26%.14 In the USA the American College of Surgeons has
reported an overall postoperative mortality of 4.1%
(n = 11 668).20 The decreasing proportion of pneumonectomies
can only partially explain the decrease in postoperative
mortality over the study period. Postoperative mortality
improved considerably for smaller resections, but it is unknown
whether this resulted from improvements in surgical technique
or changes in postoperative care. A positive trend with lower
postoperative mortality in recent diagnostic years was also
supported in multivariate analysis.

The strength of this study is the size and quality of the
dataset, which includes all patients operated in an entire

Table 3 Association between co-morbidity and type of surgery for patients diagnosed
1993–8 (n = 1844)

Charlson co-morbidity index (%)

0 1–2 3–4 5+

Lobectomy 506 (47.8) 471 (44.5) 71 (6.7) 10 (0.9)
Bilobectomy 93 (53.8) 71 (41.0) 8 (4.6) 1 (0.6)
Pneumonectomy 298 (58.9) 190 (37.5) 17 (3.4) 1 (0.2)
Sublobar resection 48 (44.9) 47 (43.9) 11 (10.3) 1 (0.9)
Total 945 (51.2) 779 (42.2) 107 (5.8) 13 (0.7)

Table 4 Mortality within 30 days of surgery by age and sex

Resection type Side

,70 years >70 years

N Died % N Died %

Women
Lobectomy or sublobar resection Right 415 3 0.7 214 5 2.3

Left 366 2 0.5 199 2 1.0
Bilobectomy 98 4 4.1 48 3 6.3
Pneumonectomy Right 95 10 10.5 23 4 17.4

Left 158 6 3.8 31 2 6.5
Total 1132 25 2.2 515 16 3.1

Men
Lobectomy or sublobar resection Right 524 11 2.1 381 26 6.8

Left 461 6 1.3 381 18 4.7
Bilobectomy 145 10 6.9 92 11 12.0
Pneumonectomy Right 251 18 7.2 118 25 21.2

Left 278 12 4.3 117 15 12.8
Total 1659 57 3.4 1089 95 8.7
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country with access to extensive and detailed information from
different overlapping sources. The selection bias was minimal
and the information for each patient was adequate and

detailed. A weakness is the lack of information on co-morbidity
for the last period (1999–2005). However, the patients included
in this study were all considered fit for surgery and interpreta-
tion of prognostic factors and use of the preoperative risk score
is only valid under such conditions.

Several previous studies have reported prognostic factors for
complications after lung resection. In most of these studies,
older age, extent of resection and cardiopulmonary co-
morbidity were related to morbidity or mortality.21 Sex
differences have been identified as a prognostic factor both
for short-term and long-term survival in some series, although
a study from France recently suggested that women generally
were of younger age, had less co-morbidity and smoked less,
which could explain their superior survival rates.22 In the
present series the women were generally younger, had smaller
tumours and fewer pneumonectomies and co-morbidities. Even
after adjusting for these factors, we found that women had a
significantly better postoperative outcome than men, a finding
that we also reported for 5-year survival after surgery (56% vs
41%).4 Also, in patients with lung cancer in general, regardless
of treatment, there is an overall difference in survival between
women and men (13% vs 9%).3

Table 5 Multivariate analysis of 30-day mortality in patients resected for lung cancer in 1993–8 (n = 1844), with and without
Charlson co-morbidity index (CCI) score

No

Without co-morbidity data With co-morbidity data

OR (95% CI) p Value OR (95% CI) p Value

Sex 0.022 0.039
Female 609 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Male 1235 1.96 (1.10 to 3.48) 1.84 (1.03 to 3.30)

Age (years) ,0.001 ,0.001
,50 191 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
50–59 353 2.02 (0.62 to 6.53) 1.82 (0.56 to 5.94)
60–69 676 1.93 (0.64 to 5.82) 1.63 (0.53 to 5.00)
70–79 588 6.05 (2.07 to 17.68) 4.91 (1.64 to 14.74)
80–89 36 23.35 (5.74 to 95.08) 19.71 (4.77 to 81.45)

Side of resection 0.009 0.012
Left 834 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Right 1010 1.95 (1.18 to 3.23) 1.91 (1.15 to 3.17)

Surgical approach 0.70 0.81
VATS 34 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Open thoracotomy 1810 0.67 (0.085 to 5.29) 0.77 (0.093 to 6.39)

Surgical procedure ,0.001 ,0.001
Upper lobectomy 597 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Middle lobectomy 52 1.54 (0.31 to 7.59) 1.78 (0.36 to 8.85)
Lower lobectomy 409 3.00 (1.36 to 6.64) 3.05 (1.36 to 6.81)
Bilobectomy 173 4.33 (1.83 to 10.25) 4.68 (1.95 to 11.20)
Pneumonectomy 506 5.90 (2.77 to 12.59) 6.49 (3.00 to 14.06)
Sublobar resection 107 0.72 (0.15 to 3.46) 0.71 (0.15 to 3.44)

Histopathology type 0.005 0.007
Adenocarcinoma 700 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
Squamous cell 716 1.31 (0.73 to 2.34) 1.34 (0.75 to 2.40)
Other 428 2.54 (1.39 to 4.63) 2.52 (1.37 to 4.64)

Pathological stage 0.003 0.003
I 1196 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
II 440 1.36 (0.80 to 2.31) 1.36 (0.80 to 2.31)
III 171 1.68 (0.82 to 3.47) 1.66 (0.80 to 3.45)
IV 37 6.66 (2.43 to 18.28) 6.83 (2.48 to 18.82)

Hospital volume 0.12 0.15
,20 755 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
>20 1089 0.70 (0.45 to 1.10) 0.72 (0.46 to 1.12)

Tumour size (cm) 0.57 0.56
(3 767 1.00 (reference) 1.00 (reference)
.3–5 608 0.72 (0.42 to 1.23) 0.69 (0.40 to 1.19)
.5 434 0.69 (0.39 to 1.23) 0.73 (0.41 to 1.30)
Unknown 35 – –

CCI 0.024
0 945 – 1.00 (reference)
1–2 779 – 1.39 (0.85 to 2.28)
3–4 107 – 2.48 (1.12 to 5.45)
>5 13 – 7.68 (1.39 to 42.45)

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; VATS, video assisted thoracic surgery; CCI, Charlson co-morbidity index.

Figure 2 Odds ratios for individual hospitals with regard to 30-day
postoperative mortality after surgery for lung cancer adjusted for sex, age,
side of resection and surgical procedure. 99% CI indicated by vertical bars.
Only hospitals with events were included. The hospitals were sorted by
hospital treatment volume with the largest first.
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Postoperative mortality after bilobectomy and pneumonect-
omy was high, particularly for right-sided tumours and elderly
patients (>70 years). Even in these high-risk groups, surgery
may be warranted because the long-term prognosis is fairly
good provided the patients survive the postoperative per-
iod.4 23 24 Sublobar resections could be considered in patients
with a major co-morbidity at the risk of incomplete resection
and postoperative mortality that is still fairly high.

Several variables considered to be of significant importance
for postoperative mortality were not confirmed as such in
multivariate analysis of all patients. The effect of larger tumour
size in univariate analysis could be due to an association with
more extensive procedures. Increasing pathological stage was
associated with a higher risk but was only significant in the
subset of patients diagnosed in 1993–8. In the analysis of all
patients the OR was considerable lower, especially for those
with pathological stage IV. The period effect observed during
recent years may have specifically influenced the risk for
patients in advanced stages.

In Norway, as in other countries, lung cancer surgery is being
centralised to high-volume hospitals despite the fact that the
impact of hospital volume is still debated.25 26 This study could
not corroborate a significant effect of hospital volume on
postoperative mortality, although the OR at high-volume
hospitals was more favourable. It could be suggested that
low-volume hospitals refer complicated cases to higher volume
hospitals which, in most cases, are university hospitals.
However, even within the high-volume group, mortality varied
between hospitals and aberrant results were only observed for
one of the 26 institutions. Strict confidence intervals of 99%
were used to avoid misinterpretation, which is likely to occur
when several institutions—some of which had only a few
patients—are analysed in this way.24 Furthermore, in the subset
of patients with information on co-morbidity, no difference in
co-morbidity profile was observed between high-volume and
low-volume hospitals.

The cause of death in patients diagnosed in 1993–2002 is
described in detail in a separate paper.16 Pneumonia with

respiratory failure, cardiac events, bronchopleural fistula and
surgical haemorrhage were the most frequent causes. Some of
the patients who died postoperatively in this series were found
dead in their bed at the hospital without warning symptoms,
indicating another potential for improvement of postoperative
care.16

Risk assessment is crucial for those patients at highest risk,
and improved intensive postoperative care and observation
should be advocated for this group. Several patients had a high
calculated preoperative risk for death after surgery, which
raises the question of what threshold should patients be
excluded for surgery. This is a matter for the patient and the
surgeon to discuss, but this risk must be weighed against the
alternative treatment modalities with poorer long-term survival
prospects and a considerable risk of treatment-related morbid-
ity.27 28 A predictive model might aid this discussion.

The prevalence of co-morbidity in the Norwegian dataset
differs from another European study in that patients had less
congestive heart failure, chronic pulmonary disease and
peripheral vascular disease.5 Also, there were fewer patients
with severe co-morbidity (CCI .2) at 6.5% compared with
figures ranging from 9% to 32% in other studies.5 29 30 In
Switzerland the mortality has decreased during the last years
despite aggravation of cardiopulmonary co-morbidity in oper-
ated patients.31 This study showed that a CCI score of 1–2
increases the postoperative mortality risk by 1.42, which is less
than, for example, the impact of sex. For CCI scores of 3–4 the
postoperative mortality risk is almost three times higher, but
still should not be considered as an absolute contraindication
for surgery as this must been seen in relation to other risk
factors. Our findings validate the CCI for postoperative
mortality and offer the opportunity to weigh the impact of
co-morbidity against other risk factors. Whether patients
should be excluded from surgery at a risk estimate of 20%,
30% or 40% is open to debate.

In conclusion, knowledge of risk factors for postoperative
death may assist in a more evidence-based selection of patients
for surgery and, more importantly, targeted measures and care

Table 6 Odds ratios (ORs) and 99% confidence interval (CI) for individual hospitals with
regard to 30-day postoperative mortality after surgery for lung cancer

Hospital N
Postoperative mortality
n (%) OR (99% CI) p Value

1 597 26 (4.4) 1.09 (0.61 to 1.92) 0.71
2 418 12 (2.9) 0.66 (0.30 to 1.46) 0.18
3 373 5 (1.3) 0.32 (0.10 to 1.04) 0.012
4 358 20 (5.6) 1.24 (0.64 to 2.37) 0.40
5 344 16 (4.7) 1.03 (0.51 to 2.09) 0.92
6 289 15 (5.2) 1.25 (0.60 to 2.60) 0.44
7 280 10 (3.6) 0.76 (0.32 to 1.82) 0.42
8 260 12 (4.6) 0.85 (0.38 to 1.92) 0.61
9 233 17 (7.3) 1.68 (0.83 to 3.41) 0.058

10 216 15 (6.9) 1.73 (0.81 to 3.66) 0.061
11 165 7 (4.2) 0.87 (0.30 to 2.47) 0.72
12 155 4 (2.6) 0.50 (0.13 to 1.92) 0.18
13 148 14 (9.5) 2.21 (1.01 to 4.84) 0.010
14 103 0 (0) 2 –
15 98 3 (3.1) 0.79 (0.17 to 3.72) 0.69
16 68 6 (8.8) 1.86 (0.57 to 6.12) 0.18
17 57 2 (3.5) 0.87 (0.13 to 5.83) 0.85
18 54 2 (3.7) 1.11 (0.17 to 7.42) 0.89
19 38 0 (0) 2 –
20 34 2 (5.9) 1.45 (0.21 to 10.24) 0.63
21 29 0 (0) 2 –
22 25 3 (12.0) 2.23 (0.43 to 11.55) 0.21
23 20 1 (5.0) 0.83 (0.06 to 12.41) 0.86
24 19 0 (0) 2 –
25 13 1 (7.7) 2.28 (0.15 to 34.86) 0.44
26 1 0 (0) 2 –

Adjusted for sex, age, side of resection and surgical procedure.
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may be directed towards those at highest risk of postoperative
mortality. Patients should rather be selected for surgery based
on an overall evaluation of risk factors, and curative surgical
treatment should not be withheld because of co-morbid
conditions or high age alone. There is clearly a potential for
improvement in the surgical treatment of lung cancer.
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